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The Philosophy of the Income Statement
statement of income and profit and
T HlossE has
been regarded in the past as too

much of a detached affair, having as its
purpose the mechanical connection between two amounts of earned surplus at
different dates. Rarely is there any
thought of its relation to the balance
sheet. The concept which it should have
when it fulfills its maximum usefulness is a
statement that displays historically the
results growing out of the use of capital in
an enterprise.
Capital, whether contributed, borrowed,
or left in the business as the result of profits
not withdrawn, is represented by assets.
These assets are distinguished from one
another by groups according to their respective uses. But all represent capital,
whether active or dormant. There is capital which is devoted to the turnover process; goods, goods in process, raw materials, accounts, notes, and cash. There is
capital devoted to service utilities in the
form of plant machinery equipment, etc.
There is capital needed neither in the turnover process for the time being, nor for
plant, and consequently invested temporarily in marketable securities. Or there
may be capital invested in the securities
of related enterprises held for purposes of
control or for income. Last, there is capital invested in expense to be prorated over
future periods.
The relation of the turnover group to the
income statement which portrays the development of profit or loss would not be
difficult to explain if it were not for cash
and for items of expense which are ignored
in the main on the asset side of the balance
sheet.
Cash may be eliminated by regarding it
as a substance which is used for the purpose
of liquidating liabilities. For example, all
value advanced to an enterprise gives rise
to liability. The workman who supplies
his services becomes a creditor precisely as
does the merchant who delivers goods.
Whether either is paid immediately or at

some future date does not change the character of the relationship nor the nature of
the obligation. Each either immediately or
in due course is entitled to receive his compensation. Nor does it matter, in so far as
the obligation of the recipient is concerned,
whether the value received is represented
by something tangible or intangible. A l l
creditors, no matter what the substance or
form of value advanced may be, are entitled
to be reimbursed ultimately in cash. Thus,
cash becomes merely a medium of exchange, notwithstanding that it has a
value at balance sheet dates.
Goods received seem easy enough to apprehend because they are tangible, they
are entered in a record to be accounted
for, and those that are sold are traced to
a debtor from whom payment is expected
to be received. But items of expense are
more nebulous. They represent services,
privileges, the use of facilities, or articles,
the substance and life of which are so temporary as to make it not worth while to
account for them in detail.
If expense items were regarded as representing capital supplied to an enterprise
by creditors and the expense values were
treated for income accounting as asset
values are treated, it would be an easy
matter to explain the philosophy of the
income statement. Therefore, in this discussion they will be so treated.
The enterprise dollar, that is, the dollar
representing the total capital employed in
the enterprise, may be considered, for purposes of illustration, to be made up of two
parts, twenty cents contributed by stockholders and eighty cents advanced by creditors. Upon taking up the consideration of
those things by which the enterprise dollar
is represented, namely, cash, goods, services, etc., the division of the dollar between the two groups which furnished the
dollar ceases to be material, except that the
lenders may have to be compensated for
the use of the money and, if so, that part
will have to be considered later.
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Passing now to the asset side of the
situation, there is a dollar which may be
spread out as follows:
Cash
$.20
Goods
56
Services and expenses
15
Plant facilities
.04
Marketable securities. . . . . .03
Deferred charges
02
$1.00
During some succeeding period of time
the goods are sold at a profit, based on
their cost, of 50 per cent. The services and
expenses have contributed to their sale.
The plant facilities have suffered some deterioration and an allowance of two cents
made for their loss in value. Marketable
securities have yielded a return of one cent.
Deferred charges have been regarded as
applicable to the period under consideration in the amount of one cent.
From this data the framework of the income statement may be constructed as
below:
Goods sold to customers at
a price of
$.84
Goods cost
$. 56
Services and expenses
cost
.15
Depreciation of plant
facilities, reckoned
at
02
Deferred charges apportioned to the
period
01
.74
Profit from goods
Income from securities

4.10
01

Total profit
$.11
Reverting to the balance sheet, the situation which results shows that receivables
from customers have taken the place of
goods, services and expenses, part of the
value of the plant, and part of the deferred
charges. The customer has become liable
for the following, which have been consolidated into an unitemized charge against
him:
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Goods which cost
$.56
Services and expenses applicable
.15
Depreciation
02
Deferred charges
.01
Profit
10
Total
The composition of the asset side of the
balance sheet now takes the following form:
Cash (original amount, plus
income from securities). . $.21
Accounts receivable
84
Plant(cost,lessdepreciation) .02
Marketable securities
03
Deferred charges
01
Total
$1.11
The increase in the assets is accounted
for by ten cents, which was added to the
cost of the goods sold, including all expenses incident to their sale, and by one
cent, which was derived from income on
securities. Values represented by goods,
services, expenses, plant facilities, and deferred charges have disappeared. In their
places has appeared an amount receivable
from customers.
Incidentally, there can be no question
as to where the profit is lodged, namely, in
the accounts receivable. The profit cannot
be realized until the accounts receivable
have been collected. But inasmuch as the
collection is based on a contract which is
enforceable at law, the profit having been
established, it may be recognized as such,
and accordingly the distribution of a corresponding amount as a dividend is permissible.
Note the liability side of the balance
sheet with profit now stated as earned
surplus:
Payable to creditors
$.
80
Investment of stockholders:
Represented by—
Capital stock issued in
exchange for original
contributions
$.20
Earned surplus
11
.31
Total

$1.11
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Stated in detail, the amounts payable to
creditors might be shown as follows:
Payable to creditors for:
Goods
$.56
Services and expenses. . . .15
Plant facilities
.04
Marketable securities
.03
Deferred charges
.02
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The purpose of the income statement is
to reflect the changes which take place,
during a period of time, in the balance
sheet. Except for the expense factor, it
could be said that the income statement
reflects the changes in the asset side of the
balance sheet. That this is not literally
true is due to the fact that expenses are not
recognized as contributing, even temporarily, any value, yet they go to make up
Total
$.80
If the business were to be liquidated be- a part of the cost which is charged, for refore a dividend had been paid and assuming covery, to the customer. It is the rightthat the accounts had been collected in handed treatment, as it were, through the
full, there would be $1.05 in cash, available liabilities, which causes the confusion.
for distribution. Creditors would receive
The philosophy of the income statement
eighty cents. There would be twenty-five may be stated broadly as follows: It is a
cents remaining, out of which stockholders statement designed to show the utilization
would receive their original contributions, of capital, with the net result thereof, durplus five cents of the profit earned. The ing a given period. The purpose of enterremainder of profit would depend on the prise is to keep the capital intact, to derive
amount which might be realized on the a profit from its use, and to compensate
plant property and the marketable secur- those who supply the capital. There is a
ities. The remainder of the deferred well-known principle of economics that the
charges obviously would be lost. Those production factors of land, labor, capital,
contrary-minded persons who might argue and enterprise give rise to the shares of
that stockholders would receive ten cents distribution characterized as rent, wages,
as profit out of the twenty-five cents of interest, and profits. The typical transaccash available, should be told that capital tion in a business enterprise, would show, if
does not become impaired as long as there it could be isolated and considered separare profits from which losses may be de- ately, the manner in which those who
ducted.
make advances to a dollar of capital and
The extreme simplicity of the foregoing profit entrusted to a customer are comillustrations may smack of amateurism, yet pensated.
it is asserted that something of the kind is
Capital entrusted temporarily
necessary if the income statement counterto customers from whom its
parts of the balance sheet changes are to be
recovery, with an additional
understood. The course of values and
amount for profit, is exlosses in value, weaving their way through
pected
$1.00
stages which are expected to culminate in
the realization of profit, is lost unless the
Distribution to those who have
relation of the counterparts is understood.
furnished the capital involved
There are no asset accounts for expenses,
in the transaction:
yet their effect on the assets is reflected in
Creditors who have not been
the accounts for liabilities. Whether or
paid:
not liabilities are liquidated has no relation
Suppliers of goods.. . . $.17
to profits, inasmuch as the transactions
Suppliers of services . . .08
which yield profits are with one set of indiLenders of facilities.. . .03
viduals, while the form and substance from
Money lenders for the
which profits are made originate with a
use of money
.04
different set.
Insurers (risk bearers) .01
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Governmental Agencies for taxes
.03
Investors (entrepreneurs)
for the following purposes:
Capital invested in
goods and services
which have been
paid for. .
.15
Capital borrowed, on
time, and invested
in goods and services
.12
Interest paid to money
lenders
.05
Rent paid to lenders
of facilities
.03
Taxes paid to governmental agencies
.02
E s t i m a t e d losses,
through use, in value of plant facilities .05
Estimated losses in
value of other assets
.02
Total distribution

.80

Leaving profit to compensate
the investors
$.20
The differentiation between capital supplied by creditors and that furnished by
investors is not attempted in the statement of income: First, because each transaction cannot be identified in this respect
and to attempt such differentiation would
be impracticable; second, classification according to the character of the capital involved is of more importance than according to whether those who supplied the
capital have or have not been compensated; third, because the liquidation aspect of the situation shows on the balance
sheet. In other words, the balance sheet
shows how much of the capital invested in
the enterprise has been borrowed and remains unpaid, and how much belongs to
the investors.
Further, the operations are not a sequence of isolated transactions, each of
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which can be analyzed and treated separately. Each transaction is part of a flow.
The flow is classified according to essential
elements and cut off at the end of accounting periods, coinciding with balance sheet
dates, so as to show the volume of flow
during a preceding period. Thus, the income statement exhibits the sales which
have been charged to customers during a
period. This charge embodies not only
the cost of the goods, but all other known
or anticipated charges which must be recovered in order to keep the capital of the
organization intact, and as well a margin
for profit.
The profit which is added is based on
the cost of goods. It is affected adversely
by the expense of selling the goods, the
expense of administering the business, the
expense of financing, and the reduction in
asset values incident to use or loss. It is
affected favorably by any miscellaneous
income that may be derived from the temporary investment of capital not required
for working purposes, or from interest
charged to others for their use of the company's capital. These characteristics of
operations afford the basis for the form of
income statement, to wit:
Sales
$100,000.00
Cost of g o o d s . . . . . .
60,000.00
Gross profit
$ 40,000.00
Selling expenses. . . .
5,000.00
Remainder of gross
profit
$ 35,000.00
Administrative and
general expenses. .
20,000.00
Net profit — income
from operations.. . $ 15,000.00
Other income
2,000.00
Gross income
$ 17,000.00
Deductions from income
7,000.00
Net income — profit
for the period
$ 10,000.00
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Such is the general structure of the income statement. A l l income statements
are based on the principles embodied
therein, whether they be more highly refined and elaborate, or more simple and
condensed. For the period which it covers
an income statement represents a tug-ofwar, as it were, affecting the capital invested in the business. Sales forces are at
work trying to increase the capital by selling goods at higher prices. Buying forces
are endeavoring to purchase the goods at
the lowest possible prices. The administrative division is constantly striving to
keep expenses at the minimum point consistent with efficiency. Directors undertake the task of borrowing capital as
cheaply, and employing it as economically,
as possible.
How well these various forces of organization have succeeded in their efforts is
shown by the income statement. This
question may be judged by studying percentage relationships, by comparing the
data of one period with those of prior
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periods, with the data of similar companies,
and with the average of groups of similar
companies. Ability to interpret the causes
of fluctuations also is useful in this respect. Another valuable test is the percentage of return on invested capital, as
is also the number of times the capital has
been turned over.
The income statement is a fertile source
of information. It is not strange that it
has been characterized as representing the
dynamic forces of business enterprise.
Somewhat like electricity, the results are
apparent, but the way in which these
forces accomplish the results is something
of a mystery.
A thorough study and understanding of
the functions of the income statement and
the relation to the balance sheet, not
merely as a balancing statement for tying
up the surplus, would add greatly to the
accountant's equipment in his attempt to
interpret the operations of a business, and
make the resulting information useful to
clients.

